This paper describes the implementation of a fast neural net simulator on a novel parallel distributed-memory computer. A 60-processor system, named MUSIC, 1 is operational and runs the back-propagation algorithm at a speed of 247 million connection updates per second (continuous weight update) using 32 bit oating-point precision. This is equal to 1 G ops sustained performance. The complete system with 3.6 G ops peak performance consumes less than 800 Watt of electrical power and ts into a 19-inch rack. While reaching the speed of modern supercomputers, MUSIC still can be used as a personal desktop computer at a researchers own disposal. In neural net simulation, this gives a computing performance to a single user which was unthinkable before. The system's real-time interfaces make it especially useful for embedded applications.
Introduction
A major limitation in the research of learning behavior and learning algorithms of arti cial neural networks are the long computing times needed for their simulation on classical digital computers. For standardized types of networks and learning algorithms, specialized and therefore fast hardware solutions exist but they often cannot satisfy the necessary exibility for research. This exibility can be provided best by general purpose computers. However, simulation times for a single training experiment can easily exceed several days, weeks or even months on a fast computer workstation.
The use of supercomputers can reduce the required CPU time by two or three orders of magnitude but this solution is not always satisfactory for several reasons: First a modern supercomputer system costs several million dollars and is very expensive to maintain as well. Second, to be cost e cient it has to be shared among many users what increases the e ective computing times compared to the CPU times by one or two orders of magnitude. A third disadvantage is that supercomputers usually are installed in computer centers which often are located far away from the actual users and have limited communication bandwidth to the outside world. This makes it almost impossible to attach fast sensors like video cameras. Because of the power consumption and size, traditional supercomputers cannot be used in mobile systems like robots either.
In this paper we present a neural net simulator on the powerful MUSIC parallel computer system. Practical results show that the simulator even outperforms conventional supercomputers while the system remains small enough in size, prize and power consumption that it can be used as a personal desktop computer or in embedded systems. A one day simulation on MUSIC takes almost an year on a modern workstation. The MUSIC system is not restricted to the simulation of neural nets. It is currently also being used for the simulation of molecular dynamics 1 MUSIC stands for Multiprocessor System with Intelligent Communication.
and plasmaphysics, EEG analysis and computer graphics. Further applications in numerical mathematics and in signal processing are in development.
The paper is structured as follows: In section 2 the MUSIC system is introduced. The hardware concept, its realization and the programming environment are presented. The subsequent section describes the implementation of the back-propagation algorithm applied to multilayer perceptrons. Di erent parallelization schemes are discussed and the optimized assembler program is compared to an implementation written in C. In the following two sections experimental results are presented and the performance is compared with other relevant implementations reported in the literature. Section 6 presents the concept of a general purpose neural net simulation environment, which is currently being developed in our lab. Some concluding remarks close the paper.
The MUSIC System
Many numerical algorithms in scienti c applications which require high computing power also have a great potential for parallelization. Therefore many parallel computer architectures have been reported in the literature 1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. The peak performance of such systems can be huge. However, in parallel system design exist a few parameters that have a great impact on the e ciency. It is the purpose of the MUSIC project to identify these parameters by designing and building a parallel supercomputer and to demonstrate its performance on real applications. 6, 7, 8] 2.1. Architecture
For a wide class of algorithms the typical situation is that large blocks of data must be processed. Each processing element can then operate individually on a subset of the data for a certain amount of time before a communication of the data becomes necessary. Typical examples are ltering, convolutions, matrix computations and iteration steps in simulation applications or nite element computations. For this class of applications a distributed-memory architecture with a global communication network is well suited: the memory bandwidth rises linearly with the number of processing elements (in contrast to shared-memory architectures) and an e cient global communication facility guarantees a high degree of exibility.
The key idea of the MUSIC architecture is to e ciently support by hardware the collection and redistribution of data sets among all processing elements by a exible independent communication network. The data subsets produced by the processing elements are sent to a global bus and each element automatically gets a copy of the interesting parts of the data into its local memory. Figure 1 gives an overview of the realized MUSIC hardware. Three processing elements are placed on a 9 8:5-inch board. Each processing element consists of a Motorola 96002 digital signal processor (DSP), up to 8 Mbyte video (dynamic) RAM, up to 1 Mbyte fast static RAM and a programmable gatearray as communication controller (Xilinx LCA XC3090). Each board further contains an Inmos T805 transputer which is responsible for up-and down-loading of data and code, performance measurement and load balancing. The transputers of di erent boards are interconnected and form a standard transputer network. A Sun workstation or PC is used as host computer. Special I/O processors can be added to the communication ring to provide fast data exchange with the outside world, as used for instance in real-time video processing. With such a feature it is possible to train and test neural nets on-line with real-world data, for example from a video camera.
By using the video RAM's serial interface for data communication, data processing on the DSPs is almost not a ected by the communication network's activity. Communication and processing can therefore overlap in time. The communication network itself is a pipelined ring bus, operated at a 5-MHz clock rate (it is currently being improved to 15 MHz). The processors run at a 40-MHz clock rate and have a peak performance of 60 M ops each. Up to 20 boards (60 processing elements) t into a standard 19-inch rack resulting in a 3.6-G ops system. MUSIC's technical data is summarized in Table 1 . The system price is estimated to be approximately ve times the hardware price of the parts. 
Programming Environment
To implement an algorithm on MUSIC it has to be subdivided into individual iteration steps.
Within such an iteration step each processing element works autonomously on its data and between two iteration steps the produced data is exchanged. Normally all processing element run the same program. This is the SPMD programming model (single program multiple data).
In this model no performance degradation occurs on data dependent program execution, in contrast to SIMD computers (single instruction multiple data), while the programming is still very simple. The output of an iteration step typically is a large (multi-dimensional) block of data from which each processing element is producing a speci c part. In a two dimensional Fourier Transform, for instance, each processing element performs the horizontal transform on a slice of the original image in the rst iteration step. The MUSIC communication network afterwards collects the individual parts, merges them to one complete data block and redistributes it in vertical slices back to the processing elements; all in the same communication phase. The processing elements then proceed with the vertical part of the two-dimensional Fourier Transform.
To start a communication cycle, the communication controllers just have to be informed about the dimensions of the involved data block; which part of the data has been produced by which processor and which part should be copied to which processor after data collection. The data partitioning is basically free; any rectangular subsets are allowed. However, for regular partitioning along a speci c axis of multi-dimensional data blocks a library function is available so that the user doesn't have to consider the current system size; the code automatically runs on any number of processing elements.
The standard method is to partition the data sets into equally sized pieces. This method works well if the processing time is independent of the data which is the case in most simulation applications of neural networks. If the computing time is data dependent, dynamic load balancing can be used. In this case the operating system computes the data distribution according to the computation times of the di erent processing elements in the previous iteration step. In the present load balancing algorithm it is assumed that the computing intensive areas of a data set di er only little between two consecutive iteration steps. The implementation of other load balancing paradigms is conceivable. There's no complete operating system running on MUSIC. The user interface is usually handled by the host computer.
For programming MUSIC just a few library functions are needed to handle parallelism and communication: Init comm() to specify the data block dimensions and data partitioning, Data ready() to label a certain amount of data as ready for collection and Wait data() to wait for the arrival of the expected data (synchronization). Other functions allow the exchange and automatic distribution of data blocks between the host computer and MUSIC and the calling of individual user programs on MUSIC from the host. The activity of the transputers is embedded in these functions and remains invisible for the user. The data-parallel code is usually just written for one processor and afterwards run parallel on all processing elements. Writing this code is not much di erent from the implementation on a single-processor environment as has been con rmed by practical examples (compare Table  2 ). The main di erence is that the data-parallel code must be able to produce data subsets instead of complete data blocks. The standard programming language is C, time-critical parts of a program may be written in assembly language.
Back-Propagation Implementation
In neural net applications specialized high performance processors exist for the recall (execution) phase. However, the learning of neural nets normally is much more complicated. Research in this eld requires a exible simulation environment; modi cations in the network structure and learning algorithm should not be restricted by a specialized hardware. Furthermore, oatingpoint computation is very useful since the user doesn't have to worry about scaling in the design stage of a neural net.
The implementation of the back-propagation learning algorithm for fully connected multilayer perceptrons was one of the rst applications implemented on MUSIC. Although there are many suggestions for modi cations in the structure of the multilayer perceptron and the associated learning algorithm for improved performance and learning 9, 10, 11, 12], the standard back-propagation algorithm 13] is still the fundamental method and therefore it is implemented on many computers. This allows a performance comparison between MUSIC and other systems.
Parallelization
MUSIC is designed for e cient data parallelization. There are di erent data sets and thus di erent levels of parallelism found in a neural net experiment. If one is interested in a series of di erent learning experiments, for instance training the same network each time with slightly di erent parameters, then each processor can carry out one or more of these experiments. This is what many researchers do when they distribute an experimental series to di erent workstations of a local net. We call it parallelization in experimental space. It works well if many independent experiments must be carried out since very few interprocessor communication is needed. It is, however, not applicable anymore if the result of one experiment is needed to setup the next one.
A next deeper level is parallelization in pattern space. Each processor has a local copy of the complete neural net but trains it only on a subset of the learning patterns. Instead of updating the weights directly the weight changes are accumulated separately. Before the actual weight update, the weight changes computed on di erent processors are communicated and accumulated globally. This method is highly e cient if the training set is large in relation to the number of processing elements. It is therefore frequently reported in the literature 4, 5, 14] . It is, however, restricted to batch learning (weight update only after the presentation of the complete learning set or a subset of it). Batch learning forms the basis of most theoretical studies of the backpropagation algorithm on one hand but on the other hand it is empirically known that continuous weight update converges much faster in many cases (see Section 4). Additionally, batch learning usually cannot be applied in adaptive systems. Since it is our goal to use the MUSIC system for research work { which involves also the experimental analysis of the di erences between batch learning and continuous weight update { we decided not to parallelize in pattern space.
A next deeper level is parallelization in layer space, i.e. computing di erent layers on different processing elements. To keep all processors busy, the patterns are propagated and back-propagated in a pipelined manner (see for instance 15] ) what still restricts the implementation to batch learning. This is because in continuous weight update a propagate/back-propagate cycle must be completed before the next pattern may be presented.
To allow continuous weight update the parallelization level has to go one step further: parallelization in neuron space. This is realized in the presented MUSIC implementation. In each iteration step the output of a speci c layer is computed. All processing elements have a local copy of the complete input vector of the layer and compute a subset of its output vector. The communication controller then collects the partial vectors and distributes a copy of the assembled vector to each processing element which serves as input for the next layer. The backward path looks similar except that, in addition to back-propagating the error, the weights must be updated as well. A welcomed side-e ect of this method is that each processing element needs only a subset of the weights in its local memory instead of the complete weight set of a network, as it is the case for parallelization in pattern space. The memory of the parallel computer is therefore much more e ciently used. The partitioning for one layer of neurons is illustrated in Figure 2 .
One di culty, however, is given by the fact that on each processor di erent weight subsets are needed to forward-propagate the inputs than for back-propagating the errors (compare Figure  2) . Communicating the updated weights after each propagate/back-propagate cycle is normally not feasible because the number of weights increases almost with the square of the number of neurons and exchanging the weights between processors will saturate the communication very easily. A better method is to let the processing elements compute partial sums in the backward path according to their stored weight subsets which are afterwards accumulated globally 16].
To avoid the global accumulation of vectors { what only is e cient with a specialized communication network with a built-in adder { we implemented another method, proposed in 17]: each processing element has a local copy of two di erent weight subsets, one needed in the forward path, the other needed in the backward path. To avoid their communication, each processing element updates both weight subsets individually. Globally this means that each weight update is carried out twice by di erent processors. This increases the overall needed computing power (by a factor of 1.5 in the presented MUSIC implementation) on one hand but ensures a much better speedup on the other hand because of less communication (communication goes down from O(n 2 ) to O(n)). Furthermore the additional performance is not required in the rst layer since the back-propagation of the error is not needed here. This is important because the rst layer often is also the largest one.
The performance gain of this double weight update method compared to communicating the updated weights is illustrated in Figure 3 . Both curves are estimated but the underlying performance model proofed to be very accurate (Figure 4 ). The situation is actually typical for a multiprocessor environment: it is often more e cient to compute values multiple times on di erent processing elements than to communicate them.
Implementation
The most time consuming parts of the back-propagation algorithm are the computation of weighted sums in the forward and in the backward path and the updating of the weights. The outputs o j of the neurons are computed as
where f ( ) is a nonlinear function (often the hyperbolic tangent); a j is called the activation level of a neuron, o i denotes the inputs of the neuron, which are identical with the outputs of the preceding layer (except for the rst layer); and w ji denotes the weight that lies in the connection between the output of neuron i and an input of neuron j. Normally each neuron has an additional, constant-valued input, whose weight serves as a bias or threshold.
Equations (3), (4) and (5) give the rules for updating the weights w and back-propagating the errors : 
otherwise.
The index k refers all neurons connected to the output of neuron j, and t j denotes the j-th element of the target vector (the desired output vector). The constant is the so-called learning rate. The training patterns (input and target vectors) are distributed among all processing elements: each element stores a speci c part of the pattern le. This allows to take maximum advantage of the available memory (180 Mbyte in a 60-processor system). A training cycle consists of the following steps: 1. The desired pattern is broadcasted to all processing elements. Each element afterwards has a local copy of the complete input pattern. 2. This pattern is forward propagated through the rst layer whereas each processing element computes a speci c part of the layer's output. The appropriate weights are stored locally.
(The partitioning of the output layer is determined at runtime according to the number of processing elements. Since the computing time for a speci c output value is independent of the data, the processing load is well distributed if all elements get equally sized parts of the output vector to produce.) 3. For being able to propagate through the next layer, each processing element needs a local copy of the complete output vector of the rst layer, which now becomes the input of the second layer. This is done by the communication network. To carry out the necessary data collection and redistribution the communication controllers just have to be informed about the size and the partitioning of the layers once. They do the rest fully autonomously. 4. In the following computation phase, the redistributed output vector is propagated through the subsequent layer. This procedure of alternating communication and computation is repeated until the output layer of the neural net is reached.
5. The values of the output vector are now compared with the desired target vector and the error (4) is computed. 6. Now the error is propagated backwards through the output layer, followed by the updating of the locally stored weight subsets. Again each processing element computes just a part of the error vector. 7. The results are afterwards collected and the completed vector is redistributed by the communication network. This procedure again is repeated for all layers in the net except for the rst one where only the weights are updated but no back-propagation of the error vector is necessary.
As mentioned earlier, a di erent subset of the weights of a layer is needed to compute a part of the back-propagated error vector than was needed to compute a part of the output vector in the forward path. Thus, each processing element stores two di erent subsets of the weights of each layer.
Simultaneously
, additionally increases the system performance. The user can choose whether the weight changes are added immediately to the weights (continuous weight update) ore are accumulated separately for updating the weights only after the complete learning epoch (batch learning).
The optimal speed can only be reached using Assembly language to implement the algorithm. On the other hand the advantages of high-level languages are obvious: better readability, less implementation costs and probably most important: hardware independence. To get an idea of the di erences, the back-propagation was programmed three times: in C and Assembly language for MUSIC (data-parallel code) and in standard C for a single-processor computer. The results are summarized in Table 2 . Notice that the programming times are estimated and only the kernel part of the algorithm is counted in 
Experimental Results
For being able to estimate the performance of a given implementation for di erent system sizes, a speedup model has been used. 2 Herein three loss factors are considered: the complexity factor of the program (ratio of the computing to the communication time), the sequential fraction (ratio of the not parallelisable sequential overhead to the parallelisable part of the program, known as Amdahl's law 18]) and the interprocessor latency for communication setup in the ring. The experimentally measured performance for a fully connected two-layer perceptron with 900 inputs, 600 neurons in the hidden and 30 neurons in the output layer (558'630 connections) is shown in Figure 4 . The performance is measured in million connection updates per second MCUPS] including forward and backward path as well as additional overhead like the time needed to distribute the training patterns. The values (diamonds) are measured for system sizes of 3 to 60 processing elements in steps of three, using only dynamic RAM. They are compared with the theoretical estimated speedup curve. The performance drop of some of the measured points with respect to the estimated curve is caused by the quantization e ect. It is due to the fact that the processing load is not arbitrarily ne devisable since each processing element needs an integer number of data values to compute.
The actual MUSIC system is equipped with a limited amount of fast static RAM on each processor. This causes an interesting detail in the respective performance curves of Figure 4 : The increasing total amount of static RAM for an increasing number of processors causes an \over-linear" speedup (crosses) since more weights can be placed in the high-speed part of the RAM. This means that the program really runs more than twice as fast on a 12-processor system than on a 6-processor system. For more than 16 processing elements all weights t into the static RAM and the slope of the curve decreases again due to the loss factors described above. 2 A paper which describes this model in detail is in preparation.
The speedup is also dependent upon the size of the simulated neural net. This is mostly caused by the sequential fraction of the program which increases with a decreasing network size. Larger networks therefore result in better speedup, however, in practice smaller nets often are of the same interest. Figure 5 shows the measured speedup for three di erent sizes of two-layer perceptrons: 900 input, 600 hidden and 30 output neurons (558'630 connections); 300 input, 200 hidden and 10 output neurons (62'210 connections); and 203 input, 80 hidden and 26 output neurons (18'426 connections). The latter network has the dimensions of Nettalk 19], a neural net that learns to convert written English text to speech. Notice, however, that a smaller speedup in Figure 5 doesn't mean larger simulation times. On the contrary, the smaller networks have much shorter simulation times, since there are much less connections to simulate. Since the MUSIC computer is modular, it is possible to use smaller systems for such simulations.
A frequently discussed question is about the di erence between batch learning and continuous weight update. As mentioned earlier, back-propagation is theoretically based on batch learning but continuous weight update converges signi cantly faster in many cases. This is for instance believed to be the case if the training patterns contain redundancy: The redundant information is used only once if the weights are updated at the end of all pattern presentations but can be applied many times when continuous weight update is used. Redundancy in the training set is found, for instance, when di erent examples of the same pattern (e.g. a character) distinguish only little.
In batch learning, the patterns can be propagated and back-propagated in a pipelined manner (parallelization in layer space) since one pattern must not wait for the weights to be updated from the network error caused by the previous pattern. It is also possible to subdivide the training set and let each processor learn on a speci c subset (parallelization in pattern space). It thus is easier to parallelize when using batch learning and many parallel back-propagation implementations are therefore restricted to this method (compare Table 3 ).
Since the MUSIC implementation can simulate both, batch learning and continuous weight update, it is possible to compare the two methods with practical experiments. For this purpose a two-layer perceptron with 256 input, 100 hidden and 10 output neurons has been trained many times with handwritten digits. The digits are normalized to 16 16 pixels (no grey levels). The ten output neurons of the network act as so-called grandmother cells. This means that each output corresponds to one of the ten digits and should produce a high output signal if the corresponding digit appears at the neural net input and a low output signal in all other cases. Each training experiment has been continued until a mean squared error (averaged over all training patterns and output neurons) of less than 0.001 has been reached. Figure 6 shows the experimental results for the case of continuous weight update. The vertical axes contains the number of learning epochs (an epoch consists of the processing of all patterns in the training set). The horizontal axes contains the learning rate. Each point in the gure thus represents a complete learning experiment. Three training sets of di erent sizes have been used: 10 and 100 patterns from one writer and 1000 patterns from ten writers. For each training run the weights were randomized di erently. The learning rate has been increased until the learning became unstable. Figure 7 shows the results of the same experiments, but using batch learning. Note the logarithmic scaling of both axes in Figures 6 and 7 .
For the 10-pattern training set both variants of the algorithm show more or less the same behavior. This is not surprising, because each of the ten digits appears only once in the training set, which thus contains no redundancy. A di erent situation is found for the two larger training sets. While in case of continuous weight update the convergence speed di ers little, it gets signi cantly larger when batch learning is used.
The number of epochs needed for convergence in case of batch learning increases roughly by a factor of ten, each time the training set size is increases by the same factor. This corresponds with the idea of redundancy: In the 10-digit training set no redundancy is found. In the 100-digit set, each of the ten digits appears ten times, each times slightly di erent, but it is always representing the same digit. If continuous weight update is used, the neural net therefore learns each digit ten times, while in case of batch learning a sort of average of the ten examples of all digits is learned but only once. The same situation is found when changing from the 100-digits to the 1000-digits pattern set. Table 3 compares the performance of the MUSIC back-propagation implementation to results reported in the literature and to our own performance measurements on di erent computers. As far as we know, all examples, except CNAPS, are based on oating-point computation. The performance in the forward path is measured in million connections per second (MCPS) and the one for the learning in million connection updates per second (MCUPS) including both, the forward and the backward path. The e ciency of the implementations (the ratio of sustained algorithmic performance to peak performance of the respective computer) was determined by counting 4 oating-point operations per weight update in the rst layer and 6 oating-point operations in the other layers (in the rst layer only the weight update but no back-propagate has to be carried out). A short discussion of the di erent implementations follows. Hypercluster: This is a back-propagation implementation on an array of T800 transputers.
Comparison with other Implementations
It runs on a 64-processor Megaframe Hypercluster by Parsytec (Aachen, Germany) using a hypercube topology. The paper 20] does not say if the implementation allows continuous weight update. According to the authors of the paper, the performance should increase by a factor of 10 when using Parsytec's Giga Cluster with the T9000 transputer.
Warp: The Warp computer is a ten-processor, programmable systolic array computer, developed at Carnegie Mellon University in 1986. The back-propagation implementation described in 14] parallelizes in the training pattern space, that is, each processor simulates the complete neural net but on di erent subsets of the training patterns. Interesting in this implementation is the fact that not the weights but the training patterns are stored on the processing elements. While training the network, the weights are \pumped" through the processor array. Each weight value is immediately applied to all patterns stored on a speci c processing element, so the learning set is propagated and back-propagated in parallel. However, this method does not allow continuous weight update.
Connection Machine: The Connection Machine (CM-2) is a massively parallel SIMD (single instruction on multiple data) computer with a hypercube topology consisting of up to 65'536 onebit processing elements. A oating point number can be stored in 32 processors, sharing the same oating point unit. The back-propagation implementation reported in 5] uses parallelization in pattern space. A next generation of the Connection Machine, the CM-5, is now running. At the moment of writing, as far as we know, there are no papers about neural net implementations on the CM-5 published yet.
RAP: The RAP (Ring Array Processor) implementation described in 16, 21] runs on an array of up to 40 TMS320C30 DSPs with a peak performance of 1.3 G ops. The weight con ict (see section 3.1) is avoided by distributing partial sums in the backward path. The RAP architecture is, among the solutions listed here, the closest to the MUSIC computer. However, a major di erence is found in the communication interface. While the RAP uses the extension bus of the TMS320C30 to perform data input and output to the communication network 2], the communication inter face of the MUSIC system interacts directly with the dual ported video RAM without a ecting the processor. We think that the RAP version is optimal concerning the special architecture of the TMS320C30. However, we give priority to our own solution for two reasons: rst the (rare) number of processor pins must not be enlarged for data transfers with the communication network and second the processing and communication unit are completely separated and can therefore be improved independently of each other. For instance, the communication word width of the MUSIC system could be enlarged from 32 to 64 bit without the need of adapting the processing units as well.
NEC SX-3: This implementation was presented by N. Koike (NEC) at the Second ETH-NEC Joint Workshop on Supercomputing, 1992 in Zurich (no published reference available). It is written in a highly optimized Fortran code. According to NEC the programming time was approximately two months. The performance was measured on a single-processor SX-3 with a peak performance of about 5.9 G ops. We imagine that the limiting factor is not the processor speed but the memory bandwidth. The back-propagation requires at least three weight transfers (one read in the forward path and a read-modify-write in the backward path) per connection update and since there are usually a large number of weights in a network (more than 10'000) they cannot be held in a memory cache. We therefore expect that the reported performance cannot be increased by using more than one processor due to the shared-memory architecture of the SX-3.
MUSIC: The MUSIC performance numbers are from a 10 and a 20 board system (30 and 60 processing elements respectively) using the optimized assembler version of the simulator and holding all weights in the fast static RAM. The neural net was a two layer perceptron with 1020-1020-120 neurons per layer. The performance gures include the time needed to distribute the training and target patterns. Weight update was performed immediately after each pattern presentation (continuous weight update). The oating-point precision used is 32 bit. The computing performance for 44 bit precision is the same but the communication is slower. However, in all of our experiments, 32 bit proofed to be su cient.
Sandy/8 (Fujitsu): Sandy/8, developed at the Fujitsu Laboratories in Kawasaki, Japan, is a highly specialized parallel neuro-computer architecture for back-propagation learning of neural networks 22, 24] . The processing elements are arranged in a ring with simple but e cient communication capabilities. A multilayer perceptron is simulated layer by layer where each processor simulates one neuron on each layer. Input values in the forward path and partial sums in the backward path are shifted through the processor array. This allows continuous weight update. The performance for a 256-processor system (Table 3) is estimated from a 2-processor prototype system, based on TMS320C30 digital signal processors. The maximum number of neurons per layer is limited to the number of processing elements and the performance linearly decays for smaller networks. The highly specialized hardware architecture makes it di cult to implement other neural net algorithms than back-propagation.
GF11:
The IBM GF11 is a large experimental SIMD machine with up to 566 processors and 11 G ops peak performance. At the time of the back-propagation implementation described in 4] 356 processors were operational (7 G ops peak). The neural net is fully duplicated on each processing element, each of them performing the learning on a speci c subset of the training patterns (parallelization in pattern space). The high performance numbers achieved are therefore only valid for batch learning.
CNAPS: The CNAPS system by Adaptive Solutions, is based on special neuro-computer chips.
The architecture is SIMD with a parallel input and output bus for all processors. A low precision arithmetic of 1, 8 and 16 bit xed-point allows the high density of 64 processors per chip. The back-propagation implementation described in 23, 25] uses 16 bit precision for weights and 8 bit for outputs and errors. The maximum performance for a 512-processor system is impressive (Table 3 ). However, low precision xed-point arithmetic often makes research work di cult. The SIMD architecture further lets the performance decrease, if data-dependent program execution becomes necessary. 6 . Future Work MUSIC's huge computing performance, as demonstrated on the back-propagation algorithm, and the low system price, power and space consumption compared with conventional supercomputers, allow experimental research to be much more profound than it was thinkable before. However, research demands not only computing power but also an almost unlimited exibility in designing new learning algorithms and network structures. An important focus of the project therefore is the implementation of a exible neural net simulation environment on MUSIC.
It seems hard to capture the present variety of neural net models into one program (with many parameters and options) and it's even much harder to give such a program the necessary exibility for experimental research. The goal of our neural net simulation environment therefore is to provide a platform which allows the development and implementation of new neural models in minimum time.
The basic elements, common to most neural nets, are data objects such as layers, weights or patterns and a set of (neural) functions to interconnect the data objects. A set of basic functions and data structures is implemented data-parallel on the processor array. It can be extended by the user, if required. A speci c neural net structure is then determined by the size and number of the allocated data objects and by the order in which they are updated. This determination is controlled by a simple interactive command language which includes also loop constructors, conditional branches and the up-and down-loading of data from mass storage to MUSIC. In other words, the command language allows to determine the network structure and learning strategy.
There exist two methods to interpret the command language: one is interpreting it on the host computer and the other one is interpreting it separately on each processor of the processor array. For speed reasons it is important that the command language is directly interpreted on the processor array. Interpreting it on the host computer would cause unpredictable long latencies for each function call. This latency is part of the sequential portion of the simulation program and would drastically limit the maximum accessible speedup no matter how many processing elements are available.
A rst version of this new simulator concept is already running and is currently being used in student work for research in the learning behavior of neural nets. The interactive command language must not be the user front end in any case. It can as well serve as an interface to a graphical user interface running on the host computer. Such a user interface could be an already existing open neural net simulator like the one written by J.-F. Leber 26] .
Conclusions
The back-propagation implementation on MUSIC demonstrates the computing power of a dataparallel processor array with an independent and e cient communication network. The performance measured in practical neural net experiments is more than 200 times higher than the one of modern computer workstations and is even higher than the one of conventional vectorprocessor based supercomputers. Compared to supercomputers the price, space and electrical power consumption are several orders of magnitude lower and the turnaround time is not reduced by a large community of users since the MUSIC system should be a ordable for a single user or a small research group. The parallelism is not completely hidden from the programmer but is kept to a minimum. The programming environment is powerful enough to make the implementation of data parallel algorithms not essentially more complicated than a corresponding implementation on a single-processor environment and not more time consuming than an optimized implementation on a vector-processor based supercomputer.
We expect the MUSIC system to be an important support in experimental explorings of new territories in connectionist and other elds which have been impractical in the past. transputer, are placed on one board of the size 9 8:5-inch. Special I/O boards can be used for fast data input and output to and from the system. 
